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Abstract—For rehabilitative devices to restore functional
movement to paralyzed individuals, user intent must be
determined from signals that remain under voluntary
control. Tracking eye movements is a natural way to
learn about an intended reach target and, when combined with just a small set of electromyograms (EMGs)
in a probabilistic mixture model, can reliably generate
accurate trajectories even when the target information is
uncertain. To experimentally assess the effectiveness of
our algorithm in closed-loop control, we developed a robotic system to simulate a reaching neuroprosthetic. Incorporating target information by tracking subjects’
gaze greatly improved performance when the set of
EMGs was most limited. In addition we found that online
performance was better than predicted by the offline
accuracy of the training data. By enhancing the trajectory model with target information the decoder relied less
on neural control signals, reducing the burden on the
user.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OR people whose arms have been paralyzed by spinal
cord injury (SCI) movement can be restored using a neuroprosthetic known as Functional Electrical Stimulation
(FES), where the spinal cord is effectively by-passed and the
peripheral nerves are stimulated electrically [1], or other
robotic assistive devices [2]. To date, most implementations
of full arm reaching have involved pre-programmed patterns
of activation, controlled by switching mechanisms through
respiration [3] or contra-lateral shoulder movement [4], resulting in unnatural control of limited movement patterns.
To allow a more flexible interface with multiple degrees of
freedom (DOFs), one of the most challenging problems is
the determination of user intent from the physiological signals that remain under voluntary control. At high levels of
cervical SCI, individuals have no control over a majority of
the arm muscles, thus inferring free reaches through residual
movement or electromyograms (EMG) alone is not feasible.
A number of groups in the brain-machine-interface (BMI)
field have shown that reconstruction of reach trajectories
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mation about the reach target is available [5–8]. We have
previously shown that reaching movements can be effectively reconstructed when a single shoulder EMG is combined
with target information obtained by tracking eye movements
[9], [10]. Eye movements are a natural, unobtrusive way to
learn about a subject’s intentions. However, the target information obtained will be uncertain; though people almost
always look at a target before reaching to it, they may also
gaze at other locations. We have shown that probabilistic
mixture models can account for this and accurately reconstruct reaching movements even when there is high uncertainty about the target [11].
In many cases decoding algorithms have been tested by
recording the neural signals as natural arm movements are
made, and then performing offline evaluations of how well
those movements can be reconstructed. However, researchers have recently shown that offline accuracy does not necessarily predict online performance [12], [13]. This is problematic as many proposed decoding algorithms have not
been tested in closed-loop. Additionally, in a real neuroprosthetic system there will be no natural reaches available to
train the models.
We have developed a robotic system to simulate a neuroprosthesis, thus providing a means to evaluate our approach
to combining EMG and gaze information in closed-loop
control. This simulation was carried out by having a robot
move a subject’s arm throughout a reaching workspace
based on the decoded velocity and position. We found that
incorporating the gaze data produced dramatic improvements in control with a single shoulder EMG channel.
II. METHODS
A. Decoding Algorithms
We compared two decoding approaches: a simple decoder
that used only the EMGs as inputs and another that incorporated target information. We tested the latter both with perfect target information and also using information found
from tracking subjects’ eye movements. For both algorithms
we employed the Kalman filter (KF) framework for decoding, assuming linear dynamics and Gaussian noise:
̇

̈

(1)

where xt is the state vector at time t, zt
represents
the hand position, wt is the process noise with p(w) ~
N(0,Q), and Q is the state covariance matrix.
To create a directional trajectory model, we added the target position to the state space (KFT), thereby linearly incorporating it into the trajectory model [7], [8]:
̇

̈

(2)

where zT t
is the vector of target positions. In all cases
the observation model was considered to be linear, with
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Gaussian noise. Observations were generated from the corresponding window of EMG by extracting two features from
each channel – the RMS value and the number of zero crossings (above a threshold), a frequency-related feature. The
square root transform of these features was taken to obtain
more Gaussian-like distributions.
For the case when the target estimates were based on eye
movements, multiple potential targets needed to be considered. To achieve this we used a probabilistic mixture model
(mKFT) over each of the potential targets [5]. The KFT
recursion was performed for each possible target, zT, and
a weighted sum of the outputs was taken. The weights
were proportional to the prior for that target, and the
likelihood of the model given that target. The weights
were thus initialized based on the gaze data and they
converged to the most likely trajectory as the neural information was integrated over the course of the reach.
Further details of the algorithms can be found in [9–11].
B. Experimental Setup and Protocols
Six able-bodied subjects (3 male, 3 female) participated in
the experiments. Each subject provided informed written
consent to a protocol approved by Northwestern University's Institutional Review Board. All subjects were rightarm dominant.
A retractable stylus was attached to the handle of a 3 DOF
HapticMaster robot. Subjects were seated comfortably facing two touch-screen monitors that were at different distances to the subject in the Z direction (Fig. 1a). The subject held
the robot handle which was positioned directly in front of
them; the robot then moved their right arm forward through
a reach so that the stylus would touch the monitors when the
arm was extended. The HapticMaster velocity was controlled at 60Hz, with low-gain PID feedback on the position
error to maintain positional fidelity.
The EMG signals were anti-alias and band-pass filtered
and recorded at 2400Hz. The monitor, HapticMaster and
head positions were recorded at 60Hz using an Optotrak
motion analysis system so that gaze data and positions on
the monitors could be transformed into the HapticMaster
workspace. We recorded eye movements with an ASL
EYETRAC-6 head-mounted eye tracker. All signals were
recorded simultaneously and processed at 60Hz, thus the
EMGs were divided into 16ms windows for feature extraction.
We tested all three algorithms (KF, KFT and mKFT) with
two sets of EMGs, in an attempt to simulate the signals that
would be available at different levels of SCI. To simulate an
injury below the fourth cervical level (C4) we used just the

Fig. 1 a) Experimental setup; b) EMG simulation of SCI levels.

upper trapezius and for C5 we also included the anterior,
middle and posterior deltoids (Fig. 1b). Each subject performed three experimental sessions: one without target information where the KF was tested at both simulated injury
levels (in separate blocks); one where the KFT and mKFT
(perfect target information and eye-tracking) were tested at
C5; a third where the KFT and mKFT were tested at C4. The
orders of the algorithms and simulated injury levels were
randomized across subjects.
C. Training the Decoders
Training data was required to estimate the decoder parameters. Because we wanted control to be intuitive, it was important that the EMGs controlling the decoder correspond as
closely as possible to natural reaches. However, as the target
population would be unable to generate unassisted reaches, it
made sense to have the robot move along an” ideal” trajectory (linear in the kinematics and target) as the subject attempted to move along with the reach.
During training, 18 targets spanning the reachable area of
the two monitors each appeared twice in random order. The
reach began with the HapticMaster in the original starting
position and, after an audible go cue, subjects performed the
reach towards the target while EMGs were recorded (Fig.
2). During the reach the subject was instructed to hold on
and gently assist the movement. The reach was ended when
stylus tip reached the touch-screen, at which time the robot
returned to the start position.
For both models the parameters A, Q and the observation
model and covariance matrices were estimated from training
data using the maximum likelihood solution. In the case of
the KFT, the final recorded position of the stylus was appended to the state vector for training, taking the place of the
target estimate.

Fig. 2. Sample training reach a) kinematics and b) EMG

D. Real-time Decoder Evaluation
After the models had been trained they were evaluated in
a target acquisition task. For each trial a target randomly
appeared, 1s before the go cue. The goal was to place the
stylus in center of the target. Reaches were initiated when
any EMG channel doubled relative to its level prior to the go
cue. For the C4 level, the contralateral upper trapezius was
also recorded to allow subjects to initiate reaches where they
would not normally activate the ipsilateral muscle, by shrugging their left shoulder. However, it was not included as a
part of the decoder (Fig. 3). After initiation, the decoded
velocity and position were used to control the HapticMaster.
When testing the KF, only the EMGs were used as inputs
to the decoder. In the case of the KFT, the state vector was
initialized with the actual location of the target. For the
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with the eye-tracking (mKFT) was only slightly less accurate and also remained consistent across the two simulated
injury levels. For the KF, with only EMG as an input, the
simulated level of injury naturally had a large effect. The
target acquisition rate at C5 with all four EMGs was close to
1, whereas at C4 it dropped to 40%. The average target error
was roughly 5cm greater than that of the mKFT. However,
this error was effectively determined by the distribution of
targets in the workspace. As the upper trapezius was primarily activated during movements in the positive Y direction subjects were able to accurately control this dimension,
but were unable to move in the X direction. This is illustrated in the target VAF, which is 0 in X and close to 1 in Y
(Fig. 4c-d).

Fig. 3. Sample testing reaches, kinematics and square-root transformed RMS of EMG a) KF at C5 and b) mKFT at C4

mKFT, the gaze data from the one-second period prior to
initiation was used to estimate three potential targets with
which to initialize a corresponding mixture component (Fig.
3b). The three-dimensional location of the eye gaze was first
calculated by projecting its direction onto the monitors. The
first, middle and last samples were selected, and all other
samples were assigned to a group according to which of
the three was closest. The means of these three groups
were used to initialize three KFTs in the mixture model
and their priors were assigned proportional to the number
of samples in them. If the subject looked at multiple positions prior to reaching, this method ensured with a high
probability that the correct target was accounted for by
one of the filters in the mixture.
After sufficient practice to produce a learning plateau,
each subject performed forty test reaches for each decoding model. Control performance was evaluated based on
the position of the stylus at the end of the reach. The target acquisition rate and final distance to target were calculated. In addition, the proportion of target variance
accounted for (VAF) was calculated separately in the X
and Y directions, by normalizing the final distance to the
target by the total variance of the targets. As there was
greater target variance in the Y direction, this allowed us
to quantify the level of control in the two dimensions. As
all of the targets were on the two monitors their positions
were roughly similar in the Z dimension.
Finally the online R 2 was evaluated between the performed reach and the "ideal" reach simulated between
the start position and the target using the method for
generating training reaches. This metric was used for
comparison with the R 2 of the training data, which was
calculated using leave-one-out cross-validation to compare the EMG (and final target in the case of the KFT)
based offline reconstructions to the training reaches.

Fig. 4. Target accuracy for algorithms and simulated injury levels.
and standardof
errors
of a) Accuracy
Target acquisition
rate b) Final posiB.Mean
Comparison
Offline
and Performance
tion error, and Target VAF in c) X and d) Y directions.

A central question in decoding research is how online and
offline performance correspond. We found that the online R2
was consistently higher than the training R2 (Fig. 5). Even
though subjects were in no way constrained to follow the
“ideal” reach path, it was more closely replicated online than
in reconstructing the training reaches where that path had
been enforced. In particular, the KF at C4 produced a wide
range of training accuracies, as the extent to which the upper
trapezius was activated during training varied across subjects. However, all subjects were able to perform highly accurate control in the Y-direction, as reflected by the consistently high R2 values. As mentioned above, there was little
control in the X-direction – the high R2 values are due to the

III. RESULTS
A. Control Performance
Unsurprisingly, when the decoder was given perfect target
information (KFT) the reaches were very accurate, regardless of the quantity of EMG available (Fig. 4). Performance
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Fig 5. Online R2 plotted against R2 of training data for the different
algorithm and simulated injury level combinations for each subject.

majority of the reach variance being in the Y and Zdirections.
IV. DISCUSSION
For people who have sustained a high-level SCI, FES control of reaching is a challenging task. The available proximal
muscles are not sufficient to provide effective control; the
incorporation of additional peripheral sensors, such as eyetrackers, is therefore an obvious solution. Adding target information into the trajectory model is an intuitive way to
enhance control; the target informs us about the reach dynamics, resulting in a more well-defined trajectory. As our
training reaches were generated from a stereotyped trajectory model as opposed to natural reaches, the uncertainty
about the model was further minimized. This served to decrease the reliance on neural control signals, requiring less
effort from the user.
To effectively evaluate signal sources and algorithm approaches it is essential that they be compared in closed-loop
control. While there are many examples in the literature of
closed-loop systems with non-human primates, usually controlling a virtual interface, few of them have compared algorithms explicitly. A small number of human experiments
have compared algorithms [15], or signal sources [14] in
closed-loop. Cunningham et al used a closed-loop BMI simulator to explicitly compare offline and online performance
while changing the bin-width of a decoder, finding that
online and offline evaluations produced strikingly different
results [13]. While a larger bin-width provided smoothness
in offline reconstructions, smaller bins are more useful
online as they allow faster response times for subjects’ error
corrections. We did not vary any parameter to explicitly influence offline accuracy, however we did compare how well
the “ideal” trajectory was replicated both on- and offline.
While in this study both offline and online accuracy with
target information were very high, we found that KF performance without target information, when the subjects
could interact with the decoder, was dramatically better than
the offline accuracy predicted. This means that the improvements found by incorporating target information are
less than indicated from previous offline studies [9], [10].
However, in the most severe cases, simulated here in the C4
level, the target information was necessary to produce functional movements in all directions. Furthermore, while accurate reaches were performed in the C5 case using only EMG,
it often required more effort from the user. Qualitatively,
subjects reported that the decoders incorporating target information were much easier to control than those without;
the model with perfect target information often seemed effortless. This is somewhat illustrated by the fact that the
online R2 is lower for the C5 KF versus mKFT (Fig. 5).
While the KF reaches were almost as accurate at the target
(Fig. 4), the trajectories produced were less consistent.
Gaze information is extremely useful when predicting desired trajectories, and we have shown here that it is effective
and practical for use in a real-time system. Target information could equally be obtained by other means such as
intracortical recordings or scanning the workspace. Even a
small quantity of neural information can compensate for
uncertainty in the target information; a single EMG combined with the gaze here enabled accurate control. Further-

more, even when there was sufficient neural data for effective control the target information helped generate more
“ideal” trajectories, relying less on the users’ neural control
and thereby reducing their cognitive burden.
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